Press Release
Arteco Announces Integration with SANS Technology
to Increase Video Storage Options to Customer Base
St. Louis, Mo., January XX, 2017 — Arteco, a global provider of video event management solutions,
today announced its integration with SANS Technology’s enterprise-class storage solution Syneto . The
technology partnership ensures the Arteco Video Event Management System (VEMS) is optimized for
robust performance and reliability when hosted on the SANS-Syneto storage appliance.
The integration helps ensure video data is stored and protected, while video management capabilities are
readily available for video monitoring, security and operational purposes. Clients and integrator partners
benefit from this proven integration that increases storage and video management options for those
seeking to protect video data in mission-critical surveillance environments.
“Our integration with Arteco demonstrates our commitment to helping joint customers maximize video
surveillance investments through the delivery of technology collaborations with principal partners,” said
Todd Duchemin, Vice President of Sales and Marketing,, SANS Technology. “Our alliance with Arteco
allows our clients to get the most out of their surveillance deployments by leveraging a video
management solution that delivers greater awareness to enable more efficient and proactive security
management.”
“The advanced storage solution Syneto from SANS Technology provides our customers and integrator
partners with more options and flexibility when it comes to ensuring the long-term retention of video
surveillance information,” Steve Birkmeier, Vice President, Sales and Business Development, Arteco.
“This integration delivers customer confidence that Arteco is working consistently toward building a
portfolio of partners that further extend the value of our video surveillance solutions.”
Learn more about this integration in a free Webinar, “Best Practices for Video Management and Storage
in Mission-Critical Environments” on February 24 at 1 p.m. Eastern. Registration is now open.
Tweet
@ArtecoGlobal integrates VEMS with @SANSTechInc storage platforms.
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About Arteco
Founded in 1987, Arteco is a global provider of event-driven intelligence solutions based in Faenza, Italy,
with U.S. operations in St. Louis, Mo. With a focus on ease of use and event management, Arteco’s
research and development initiatives have united world-class, state-of-the-art video analytics and video
management onto a single-platform to optimize processes and reduce costs. Arteco provides a wide range
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of software and network hardware solutions that integrate with third-party systems such as video
surveillance, video management and access control. Arteco products are available through certified
integrator partners around the world. For more information about Arteco’s Video Event Management
Software (VEMS) solutions, please visit http://www.arteco-global.com and follow on social media
channels: LinkedIn, YouTube, Twitter and Facebook.
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About SANS Technology
Founded in 2013, SANS Technology delivers cutting-edge data storage solutions that help enterprises
simplify and manage their Data Storage Supply Chain. With more than 30 years of experience in the data
storage industry, SANS Technology offers superior quality products and solutions with a singular focus helping our customers manage their data better. For more information on SANS Technology’s data
storage solutions, please visit http://www.sanstechnology.com and follow on social media channels:
Linkedin, Twitter, and Facebook.
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